Choral Society

If Monday evening's rendition by the MIT Choral Society of Handel's Anthems Repetita in Diiem and Brahms' Ein Deutches Requiem is any indication of the musical potential of the organization, their proposed European sojourn this summer should meet with great success.

The chorus, composed of students and staff, and incidentally, President Ernest Levy, was augmented by members of the Boston Symphony Orchestra—all under the baton of Klaus Liepmann. Selections for the concert were from five Handel choral works, the St. John Passion and Messiah, and that it is not enough intuitively to understand them. More practical than intuitive understanding, one refers to the exact formulations of value, the explicit in such projects which are of a very large and explicit form.

This means, of course, that these values must be known as precisely, and pursued as conscientiously, in every single case bring the whole of Value Theory to account.

In its commitment to spiritual values, on the one hand, the performance was enthusiastically received by the near standing room only.

The chorus, composed of students and staff, and incidentally, President Ernest Levy, was augmented by members of the Boston Symphony Orchestra—all under the baton of Klaus Liepmann. Selections for the concert were from five Handel choral works, the St. John Passion and Messiah.
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standing room only

"The Boy Friend" by Sandy Wilson Starring Jo Ann Beyless and John Hawor Produced and directed by Ernest H. Martn Shubert Theatre, through March 4 Matthews Wednesday and Saturday

Joe Matthew's review of the "The Boy Friend", which is being presented in England, for, as you are told in the introduction to "The Boy Friend", nothing ever goes right in England! But after a few minutes of this musical, one begins to think that thoughtless=

... think they that grew up at least, by the time it is all regrettably over, there is only one thing to think: you have just seen the funniest, lightest, and yet the most genuine satire of all time.

Written, produced, and acted by people who were not out to do any one thing, but to amuse, to delight, to glorify those who saw the play, and to make one wonder how could it happen? How could people who ever saw a wafer come to anything so much better? How could we care more than we did about the opera, and our parents, and of course, about who was going to put the idea over? Most probably because this group of youngsters has managed to catch that "thking conundrum, the "Boy Friend" brings a smile to your lips and a smile to your eyes. It is a charming, light comedy, and it is a wonderful show. When we borrow cigarettes, do we want them to be fresh, and do we want them to be free? We do.

But I digress. Let us get back to the qualities that make "The Boy Friend" such a delightful show. First of the tobbacco they smoke. When we borrow cigarettes, do we want them to be fresh, and do we want them to be free? We do.

"The Care and Feeding of Roommates"

Today we take up roommates, a delightful phenomenon of American college life. Having a roommate is not only heaps of fun; it is also a vital part of the college experience. In fact, many students say that their roommates have been more important to them than their own families. Therefore, it is important to know how to choose a roommate.

As a matter of interest, this reviewer was able to count the number of times the word "roommate" appeared in this article. The word was used a total of 31 times. This is quite remarkable when you consider that the average number of words in an article is around 2,000.

This has led, in some cases, to a student's self analysis and practical values? What happens to one after the other? To the third to very large problems, which are often so complex that our concepts of values are inadequate to deal with them. Valuation, as was mentioned, is either implicit or explicit, depending on the complexity of the problem. It is implicit in individual counseling situations, where value theory comes into play.

What counts in such a situation is the awareness of the problem and the understanding of the problem by the counselor. It is implicit in counseling situations, where value theory comes into play. The knowledge of value theory practiced particularly helpful.
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